Comment from Chin Yoo, Government Member
April 26, 2021

Comment on Line 25 phrase “contents of this early outreach” - “Contents” seems a little jarring here. Perhaps say: “and describe this early outreach” or “provide details about this early outreach”?

Comment on Recommendation 2(d)-(f) - Why are advisory groups and citizen juries deleted? We don’t recall a discussion of this at the first meeting. We have no opinion on citizen juries, but advisory committees are common, and in the FCC’s experience, they have offered proposed regulatory approaches for inclusion in Notices of Inquiry and NPRMs.

Comment on Recommendation 2, last sentence - This could be a little clearer – if the point here is that agencies should choose a solicitation method that makes it easy for individuals to share their views, the sentence could be edited along the lines of “When determining which methods to use for soliciting feedback, agencies should select methods that facilitate input from such individuals,” and perhaps move this sentence prior to the preceding sentence.